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Jordan normal form projections
By NEE YUEN LAM, ANDREW RANICKI and LARRY SMITH Let K be a field, and let T: V ~ V be an endomorphism of a finite-dimensional vector space V over K such that K contains the roots 21, 22, ..., )-,, of the characteristic polynomial
7~(t) = det (tI -T)= (t -)ol) "~ (t-22) ..... (t -2m) nm .
V is a direct sum of T-invariant subspaces Vj = ker (T -2jI)"J, one for each eigenvalue 2j, such that T -2jI: Vk ~ Vk is nilpotent forj = k and an automorphism forj 4= k. We obtain in this paper an explicit formula for the projection pj (T) = pj (T)Z: V ~ V onto the subspace V~, as a polynomial in T.
A near-projection in a ring A is an element p ~ A such that q = p (1 -p) ~ A is nilpotent, that is q" = 0 for some exponent n > 1. We refer to Lfick and Ranicki [3] for the general theory of near-projections, and for the construction of the unique projection p~, = (p,o) 2 e A such that p~ -p is nilpotent and pp~ = p~p, namely po, = (p" + (1 -p)")-lp, = p + (1/2)(2p -1)((i -4 q)-1/2 __ 1) =p + (2p --l)(q + 3q z + 10q 3 + 35q 4 + 126@ + 462q 6 + 1716q 7 + 6435q s + 24310q 9 + 92378 q 1~ + 352716q 11 + 1352078q lz + "" cA. The characteristic polynomial of an endomorphism T: V --, V of a finitely generated free R-module V is defined by
as usual. )~ (t) annihilates T by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. More generally, Almkvist [1] defined the characteristic polynomial of an endomorphism T: V ~ V of a finitely generated projective R-module V by
with n the degree of the polynomial 2 (t) = det (I + t (T 9 0):
defined for any finitely generated projective R-module W such that V @ W is a finitely generated free R-module. This agrees with the previous definition, and is also such that z(T) = 0: V~ V. 
gj (t) = H (t --2k) ~ ~ R [t], k4-j so that ~o (t) = (t -2j)~J gj (t). Then

gj(2~)-~ gj(T): V~ V is a near-projection in the endomorphism ring of V, and its associated projection pj(T) = (gj(2j)-l gj(T))o~: V ~ V is the projection onto the direct summand
Vj = im (9j(T): V~ V) = ker ((T -)vI)"J: V~ V) ~= V, with p~(T)=I:V~V, pj(T)pk(T)=O for j+k. j=l V is the direct sum of the T-invariant submodules
al(t)gl(t ) + az(t)gz(t) + ... + am(t) gm(t ) = I E R[t].
The left hand side is the degree (nj -1) Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation polynomial f(t) 
1) (t -,,~j)k/(2j -2i) k-hi E R [[t -/,j]]
are defined in R, for i +j, q~(t) is a factor ofgj(t)gk(t) forj + k, so that there are defined projections
pj(t) = aj(t)gj(t) ~ R[tl/(q~(t)) (1 <j < m)
such that
pj(t) = 1, p~(t)pk(t) = 0 for j 4: k. j=l
The isomorphism of rings defined by projection on each factor ~.~)",) 9 x -~ (x, x .... , x) j=t has inverse
R [t]/(~o (t)) --, I~I R [t]/((t -
~I R [tl/((t -;~)"0 -~ R [t]/(~o (t));
]=l
(xl,x 2 .... ,x,~) ~ xlpl(t ) + x2P2 (t) +-'-+ x,,p,~(t).
8* ARCH. MATH. As )~j is a root of gj(t) -gj(2j) there exists a polynomial hi(t) such that
The elements gj(t), (t-2) ~J ~ R [t]/(~9(t))
gj(t) -gj (2j) = (t -;~j) hi(t) e R [t].
Similarly, there exists a polynomial bj(t) such that
aj (t) -aj (2j) = (t -22) b# (t) ~ R [t]. Now aj (2) gj (t) = gj (2,j) 1 g2 (t) e R [t]/(~0 (t))
is a near-projection, since
is nilpotent (of exponent at most n3). The near-projection differs from the projection p# (t) by a nilpotent
~R[tl/((p(t)). D
R e m a r k 1. The hypotheses of the Theorem are satisfied for any endomorphism T: V -~ V of a finite-dimensional vector space V over a field K which contains the roots of the minimal polynomial # (t), with (p (t) either # (t) or the characteristic polynomial ;((t). The near-projections gj ()q)-1 gj (t): V ~ V for the two cases need not be the same, but they differ by nilpotents so that the projections pj(T)= (g2(2j)-lgj(T))~: V-* V are the same.
[] R e m a r k 2. The projections pj (T) can also be expressed as
pj(T) --((T -,~,jI)"J + gj(T)) -~ gj(T): V ~ V. E2
R e m a r k 3. The proof of the Theorem does not actually use the Jordan normal form, and could be used to simplify the standard proofs. We are indepted to S. J. Patterson for describing to us Fitting's proof, making use of the projections pj(T) but without an explicit formula.
[]
